of ƒ(#) on an open set; the second is based on the behaviour on a subset which is only "finitely open" (see the definition (2.1)). The condition (D) belongs to the second class, and we look upon it in this manner:
By virtue of (D) there belongs to x a bounded linear transformation on X to F, whose value for the argument h is 8f(x, h). The bounded linear transformations on X to F, under the standard definition of norms, constitute a (complex) Banach space [X, F]. The above linear transformation is thus the value of a function on 5 to [X, F], which we denote by f'(x); the name derivative is justified by the formula Without making use of the topology or metric of X the G-differential ôf ( 
The value of this definition may be gauged by the lemma:
and the theorem :
4) If f(x) is G-differentiable on an open set S and possesses a derivative on a nonvoid, finitely open subset D of S it satisfies the condition (P) at every point of D.
We shall arrange the proofs in such a manner that a maximum of information is derived from the behaviour of the function on the finitely open set D alone.
From the theory of the (/-differential in [2] or [ô] we shall have to use the theorems: Proceeding now to the proof of the lemma (2.3) we note that it suffices to show that for k in X the quantity f'(x+Çk) is differentiate with respect to f. This will follow from A. E. Taylor's theorem (2.6) if we know that f'(x-\-Çk)h or 5/(#+ffe, h) is differentiate with respect to f for any hinX\ that, however, amounts just to (/-differentiability of df(x, h) with respect to x t which is asserted by (2.5.1). The lemma is thus proved and we may apply the theory of the G-differential to the function ƒ'(#). Its higher differentials will exist, and they will be bounded linear transformations.
If Uix) is a G-differentiable function on D to [X t F], we shall have the equality [ôU(x, k)]h = 8 x k {[U(x)]h},ior ilim [U(x + Çk) -U(x)]/t\ h -lim {[U(x + Çk)]h -[U{x)]h}/Ç.
With the use of this principle and the symmetry of the differentials in their A-arguments one arrives by way of a mathematical induction at the formula:
The left member of (2.7) is continuous with respect to A n +xî the right member is a symmetric function of the A-arguments, so that the differentials turn out to be partially continuous in these arguments. By a theorem of Mazur and Orlicz (see [3, p. 65 ] and the references given there; compare also [6, Theorem (3.7)]) they will be continuous jointly in their A-arguments. The functions p n (x f h) = S n /(#; h, • • • , h)/n\ are therefore continuous in h; in the terminology of [2] and [6] we have shown that the "G-powers" p"{x, h) are "F-powers" of h.
We show now that in a suitable neighborhood of & = 0 the power series ^L,™p n (x, h) converges uniformly towards a function which has pi(x, h) as its Fréchet differential. By (2.5.2) the sum of this power series coincides with f(x+h) on the set H x . The proof is only a slight variation of the arrangement in [6] ; we may thus content ourselves with a mere sketch.
The set H x on which the power series converges is of the second category, since \J£Li(nH x ) is the whole space X. Since the terms are continuous functions of A, a classical principle shows that they are uniformly bounded on a sphere (compare [l, p. 19]). We may thus assume that for a suitable h 0 and positive numbers p, M the inequality II&-h\\ ^p implies, for all w, ||/>nW|| £*M (we drop the argument x). It is easily seen that due to the homogeneity and (/-differentiability of the functions p n (h) the same uniform bound obtains for \\h\\ ^p (compare Theorem (4.1) of [6] ).
For ||Â|| rgcr<p we find \\pn(h)\\£M(ir/p)-, this ensures uniform convergence of ^2?p n (h) towards a function g(h), for \\h\\ £<r<p.
We might stop here with an appeal to the theory of power series (see, for instance, [4, 
where the quantities M and p depend on x.
At this point we make use, for the first time, of the premise that ƒ(x) be defined on an open set S which contains D. The number p may then be taken so small that for |JA|| <p the points x+h are contained in 5; we do not ask for more if we want the points x+Çh to be in 5 for I f I ^ 1. By virtue of (2.5.2) the power series^™pn(x t h) represents f(x+h) in the sphere \\h\\ <p, so that the inequality (2.8) is valid there. A fortiori, the condition (P) holds at every point of D. We have proved the theorem (2.4); let us add the corollary: 
